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We study families of holomorphic vector ﬁelds, holomorphically depending on parameters,
in a neighborhood of an isolated singular point. When the singular point is in the Poincaré
domain for every vector ﬁeld of the family we prove, through a modiﬁcation of classical
Sternberg’s linearization argument, cf. Nelson (1969) [7] too, analytic dependence on
parameters of the linearizing maps and geometric bounds on the linearization domain:
each vector ﬁeld of the family is linearizable inside the smallest Euclidean sphere which is
not transverse to the vector ﬁeld, cf. Brushlinskaya (1971) [2], Ilyashenko and Yakovenko
(2008) [5] for related results. We also prove, developing ideas in Martinet (1980) [6],
a version of Brjuno’s Theorem in the case of linearization of families of vector ﬁelds near
a singular point of Siegel type, and apply it to study some 1-parameter families of vector
ﬁelds in two dimensions.
© 2010 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Let U ⊂ Cn be a neighborhood of the point O and let
X : U × Ω → T ′Cn
be a holomorphic family of vector ﬁelds depending on parameters η ∈ Ω ⊂ Cp . We suppose that all the vector ﬁelds Xη of
the family have a singular point at O : hence X is, roughly speaking, a p-manifold in
χ = χ(U ) = {holomorphic vector ﬁelds in U singular at O }.
Let χm = jmχ be the ﬁnite-dimensional vector space of m-jets at O of holomorphic vector ﬁelds in χ . Each X ∈ χ , and
jmX ∈ χm too, is a derivation, therefore jmX ∈ Hom(χm,χm) and it has a Jordan Normal Form jmX = jmS + jmN, where
jmS is semi-simple, jmN is nilpotent and [ jmS, jmN] = 0. These decompositions at different levels m are compatible, i.e.
jm
(
jm+1X
)= jmX
then they deﬁne the Jordan decomposition in χ :
X = S+N
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coordinates has the form (see [6]):
Sz = λ1z1 ∂
∂z1
+ · · · + λnzn ∂
∂zn
. (1)
A normal form of X = S + N is any expression in z-coordinates X(z) = Sz + N(z) of this vector ﬁeld such that the semi-
simple part S has the expression (1): this rigorous deﬁnition given in [6] captures the empiric meaning of the normal form
of a vector ﬁeld, which asks for the “simplest” choice of the coeﬃcients of a vector ﬁeld up to local changes of coordinates.
If in z-coordinates N(z) = Bz is a linear function then we say that X is linearizable and its expression in z coordinates is
X(z) = DX(O )z = Sz + Bz, where DX(O ) is the differential at O of X.
In this article we deal with linearization of families of vector ﬁelds. In more detail, we try to get estimates, possibly
based on the geometry of the foliations induced by the vector ﬁelds of the family, on a common domain of convergence
of the linearizing diffeomorphisms and to prove their holomorphic dependence on the parameters. In the second section
we consider the simpler case of families of vector ﬁelds with a singular point of Poincaré type. In this case we improve
some known results in [2,5], showing that in absence of resonances the linearization domain contains the smallest sphere
(referred to the standard Euclidean structure in Cn and to the canonical coordinates putting the semi-simple part of the
vector ﬁeld in the diagonal form (1)) which is not transverse to the foliation deﬁned by the vector ﬁeld: this estimate
gives a uniform geometric bound on the common linearization domain of a family of vector ﬁelds, and the holomorphic
dependence of the linearizing diffeomorphisms on the parameter follows easily. This result improves the one in [4]: as
that article, it relies on a Hurwitz-type lemma on global existence of a diffeomorphism which is limit of a sequence of
holomorphic diffeomorphisms, whose proof is here considerably simpliﬁed. We mention that similar results, under stronger
hypotheses, are proved in the case of normalization of families with a singular point of Poincaré type in [11].
In the last section we deal with the case of a family of vector ﬁelds with a singular point at O of Siegel type. In this case
is well known that if no resonance relation holds and if the eigenvalue of the vector ﬁeld satisﬁes an arithmetic condition
introduced by Brjuno [3] then linearization is possible: we adapt Brjuno’s arithmetic condition to families of vector ﬁelds
and prove a result of existence of the linearizing diffeomorphisms in a common domain: their analytic dependence on
parameters follows easily. The proof of this parameter-depending version of Brjuno’s Theorem develops a sketched proof by
J. Martinet [6]. We apply this result to the case of a family of vector ﬁelds in C2.
2. Geometric bounds on the linearization domain for analytic families of vector ﬁelds near a Poincaré singular point
Let U ⊂ Cn be a neighborhood of O , Ω ⊂ Cp ; herein we will always refer to ﬁxed coordinates η in Ω . Let
X : U × Ω → TCn
be an analytic family of holomorphic vector ﬁelds
Xη : U → TCn.
We suppose that O is an isolated singular point for all the vector ﬁelds of the family and denote DXη(O ) the differential
at O of Xη . Let
spec DXη(O ) =
{
λ1(η), . . . , λn(η)
}
and
λ(η) = (λ1(η), . . . , λn(η)).
Let co{λ1(η), . . . , λn(η)} be the closure of the convex hull of {λ1(η), . . . , λn(η)}. The following deﬁnition was introduced by
Poincaré in his thesis [9]:
Deﬁnition 2.1. The n-type {λ1(η), . . . , λn(η)} is in the Poincaré domain if 0 /∈ co{λ1(η), . . . , λn(η)}. We will say that Xη has
at O a singular point of Poincaré type if spec DXη(O ) is in the Poincaré domain.
A choice of z-coordinates put DXη(O ) in ε-Jordan Normal Form if:
DXη(O )z = Aηz = Sηz + εBηz (2)
where Bη is the nilpotent matrix having entries satisfying bi, j = 0 if i = j + 1, and b j+1, j ∈ {0,1}, and
Sηz = λ1(η)z1 ∂z1 + · · · + λn(η)zn ∂zn . (3)
∂z1 ∂zn
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Hypothesis (H). There exists a coordinate system (z, η) in U × Ω such that DXη(O )z = Aηz is in the ε-Jordan Normal Form (2).
Of course, the above hypothesis is by no means restrictive, as the ε-Jordan Normal Form can be obtained by a family
of linear transformations analytically depending on η ∈ Ω . We also remark that any linearizing transformation of the type
introduced in this section preserves hypothesis (H), being tangent to the identity at O .
Let K be a neighborhood of O ∈ Cp , K Ω . Up to multiplication of the vector ﬁelds Xη by suitable μ = μ(η), |μ| = 1,
there exist α,β > 0 such that for every η ∈ K , denoting z the real part of the complex number z:
−β λn(η) · · ·λ1(η)−α < 0. (4)
Vector ﬁelds satisfying (4) form a scaled family in K : herein we will always suppose to deal with scaled family, i.e. we write
Xη for μXη , the general case being easily deducible from this one.
We recall, see the next section for more details, that a resonance is a relation:
λ ·m − λ j = 0
where m = (m1, . . . ,mn), mj ∈ N0, |m| =m1 + · · · +mn  2 and j = 1, . . . ,n. If {λ1, . . . , λn} is in the Poincaré domain then
|m| β
α
.
In the ε-Jordan Normal Form of DXη(O ) we will consider ε < α2 .
Let Fη be the holomorphic foliation by curves of U deﬁned by Xη: from [1] the fact that Xη is in the Poincaré domain
is equivalent to the geometric property
Fη  Sr (5)
where Sr is any Euclidean sphere of radius r, with respect to the standard metric on Cn deﬁned by the z = z(η)-coordinates
of the ε-Jordan Normal Form, and r < r0(η), where
r0(η) = inf{r > 0: Fη  Sr is false}. (6)
Analogously we deﬁne
r0 = inf{r > 0: there exists η ∈ K such that Fη  Sr is false}. (7)
From the fact that transversality is an open condition and from compactness of K it follows that r0 > 0.
We can summarize the last remarks stating the following property (S) which follows from (5):
Property (S). There exists r0 > 0 such that for every η ∈ K :
Fη  Sr
for every r < r0, where Sr is the Euclidean sphere with respect to coordinates z(η).
We can now state a quantitative version of (5), see also [4]: we denote |z| the standard norm of z ∈ Cn and φtη the ﬂow
of Xη . The following lemma is an exponential stability result of O for a family of vector ﬁelds having a singular point of
Poincaré type.
Lemma 2.1. Let Xη , η ∈ K be an analytic family of vector ﬁelds. Then there exists ε0 > 0 such that for every r ∈ (0, r0(η)) and
ε ∈ (0, ε0) there exists δ = δ(r, η) such that δ → 0 if r → 0 and∣∣φtη(z)∣∣< e(−α+ε+δ)t |z| (8)
for every t > 0, |z| < r and η ∈ K , and α has been deﬁned in (4). Moreover if r0(η) deﬁned in (6) is substituted by r0 deﬁned in (7)
then there exists δ = δ(r), independent of η ∈ K , such that δ = δ(r0), δ → 0 as r0 → 0 and (8) holds for every t > 0, |z| < r, r < r0 ,
η ∈ K .
Proof. Firstly we suppose that η ∈ K is ﬁxed, and prove the η-depending part of the statement.
For t ∈ R and z = z(η) coordinates such that DXη(O ) is in ε-Jordan Normal Form, we consider the differential equations
with real independent variable (“time”):
dz
dt
= Xη(z) = Sηz + εBηz + Nη(z)
where Nη(z) = O(|z|2). Then
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dt
φtη =
d
dt
φtη
where z stays for complex conjugate of z, and therefore
d
dt
∣∣∣∣
t
∣∣φtη(z)∣∣2 =
n∑
j=1
2
(
d
dt
∣∣∣∣
t
φtη, j(z)φ
t
η, j(z)
)
.
From
d
dt
∣∣∣∣
t
φtη, j(z)φ
t
η, j(z) = λ j(η)
∣∣φtη, j(z)∣∣2 + ε(Bηφtη(z)) jφtη, j(z) + Nη, j(φtη(z))φtη, j(z)
we get:
d
dt
∣∣∣∣
t
∣∣φtη(z)∣∣2 = 2
(
n∑
j=1
λ j(η)
∣∣φtη, j(z)∣∣2 + ε < Bηφtη(z), φtη(z) >Cn +O(∣∣φtη(z)∣∣3)
)
.
The deﬁnition of Bη implies that:
|Bηz| |z|
hence:
∣∣ < Bηφtη(z),φtη(z) >Cn ∣∣ ∣∣φtη∣∣2. (9)
From (4), (9):
d
dt
∣∣∣∣
t
∣∣φtη(z)∣∣2  2(−α + ε)|t∣∣φtη(z)∣∣2 + O(∣∣φtη(z)∣∣3). (10)
From (5) for every η ∈ K there exists δ = δ(r, η), δ → 0 as r → 0, such that for every t > 0:
O(∣∣φtη(z)∣∣3) δ∣∣φtη(z)∣∣2. (11)
Then from (10), (11):
d
dt
∣∣∣∣
t
∣∣φtη(z)∣∣2  2(−α + ε + δ)∣∣φtη(z)∣∣2
from which (8) follows.
The same arguments apply to give a deﬁnition of δ independent of η ∈ K , hence completing the proof: in fact, the above
argument allows to deﬁne δ(r, η) which is locally constant in a small neighborhood of η, and compactness of K ends the
proof. 
The next lemma is a Hurwitz-type result for sequences of holomorphic diffeomorphisms: it is a version of an analogous
result in [4], but its proof is here considerably simpliﬁed.
Lemma 2.2. Let D, D ′ be bounded domains in Cn and
fm : D → D ′,
m ∈ N, be a sequence of holomorphic maps such that
fm : D → D ′
are diffeomorphisms onto their images. Let { fm}∞m=1 converges uniformly on the compact subsets of D. Then the following dichotomy
holds:
• either det Df ≡ 0 in D,
• or f : D → D ′ is a diffeomorphism onto its image.
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tion, let z′′ ∈ D , det Df (z′′) = 0. As D is pathwise connected, a simple argument reduces the proof to the case when z′, z′′
lay on a topological disk  ⊂ D ,  contained in the complex line l joing z′, z′′ . Let us deﬁne on  the sequence of functions
of a complex variable ξ parameterizing the line l:
gm(ξ) = det Dfm
(
z(ξ)
)
.
This sequence converges uniformly on compact subsets of  to g(ξ) = det Df (z(ξ)): from standard Hurwitz’s theorem
g(ξ) = det Df (z(ξ)) is identically zero or is never zero, and we get a contradiction with the deﬁnition of z′, z′′ . Hence f is
a local diffeomorphisms in D . If it were not a global diffeomorphism then, as f is holomorphic:
deg( f ,Σ) > 1
for a suitable compact subset Σ of D . This is impossible: in fact for all m’s but ﬁnitely many:
deg( fm,Σ) = 1
and deg( fm,Σ) = deg( f ,Σ). 
Now we can state and prove the main result of this section: see also [2,5] for similar results, not containing geometric
estimates of the linearization domain, nor explicit analytic deﬁnition of the linearizing maps. To keep statements and proofs
as simple as possible we consider only the case of linearization of non-resonance families of vector ﬁelds. An analogous
result about geometric bounds on the normalization domain and analytic dependence of the normalizing transformations
on parameters is contained in [11]: in this case for what concerns analytic dependence on the parameters, attention must
be paid to non-uniqueness of the normalizing maps, and stronger hypotheses than (H) should be introduced.
Theorem 2.1. Let the analytic family
X : D × Ω → TCn
satisfy hypothesis (H), and let O be an isolated singular point of the Poincaré type for every vector ﬁeld of the family, such that
spec DXη(O ) does not satisfy any resonance relations for η ∈ K , K Ω . Let
Xη(z) = Aηz + Nη(z)
where Br0(η)(O ) = {z: |z| < r0(η)} is the Euclidean ball deﬁned in (5) and Aηz = Sη + εBη is the ε-Jordan Normal Form guaranteed
by hypothesis (H), with 0< ε < ε0 , ε0 deﬁned in Lemma 2.1. There exists an analytic family of diffeomorphisms:
Sη(·) = S(·, η) : Br0(η)(O ) × K → Cn, (12)
Sη(z) = w = lim
s→∞ e
−sAηφsη(z) (13)
such that for any η ∈ K Sη is the linearizing diffeomorphism:
DSη
((
Sη
)−1
(w)
)
Xη
((
Sη
)−1
(w)
)= Aηw (14)
where r0(η) has been deﬁned in (6). Moreover, the domain of deﬁnition of the family contains the cylinder Br0(O )× K , r0 independent
of η deﬁned in (7).
Of course, existence of a linearizing diffeomorphism in a small neighborhood of O for any ﬁxed value of η is a clas-
sical result by Poincaré: we are going to prove a geometric bound for the convergence domain of the analytic linearizing
diffeomorphisms, and their analytic dependence, in the common convergence cylinder Br0(O ) × K , on η.
Proof. Firstly, we ﬁx η ∈ K and prove the bound on the domain of analytic linearizability of Xη: the proof follows the
argument introduced in [10], see [7] too, combining it with Lemma 2.2.
For any integer m  2 the Poincaré–Dulac Theorem implies the existence of a diffeomorphism G−1η , polynomial with
respect to w and analytic with respect to η, such that:
z = Gη(w) = w + gη(w)
with gη(w) = O(|w|2), X˜η(w) = DG−1η (Gη(w))Xeta(Gη(w)), with
X˜η(w) = Aηw + N˜η(w)
where
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(|w|m) (15)
and
Gη : Br1,η(O ) → Br2,η(O ).
We can choose r1 = r1(η) suﬃciently small for:
Gη
(
Br1,η(O )
)⊂ Br0(η),z,η(O )
and
Br1,η(O ) ⊂ Br0(η),η(O ). (16)
Of course, analogous uniform inclusions hold, up to reduction of r1, where r0(η) is substituted with r0. We observe that in
the last inclusion appear two sets which are spheres with respect to different Euclidean structures, but this will not cause
any trouble for our argument are based on transversality property.
The absence of resonances implies that Gη is essentially unique, and it depends analytically on η.
From hypothesis (H) and property (S) the diffeomorphisms:
Lηt : Br1(O ) → Cn, Lηt (w) = e−t Aη φ˜tη(w)
where φ˜t(w) is the ﬂow of X˜η(w), are deﬁned for t > 0 and admit the following integral representation:
Lηt (w) = w +
t∫
0
e−sAη N˜η
(
φ˜sη(w)
)
ds.
Referring to δ(r1, η) deﬁned in Lemma 2.1 let:
γ =m(α − ε − δ) − β.
As δ(r1, η) → 0 as r1 → 0, choosing suﬃciently small r1 we can ﬁnd m such that γ > 0. From (15), and from the expression
of X˜η(w), which turns to be transversal to the spheres in w-coordinates of radii r < r1, we get:
∣∣Lηt (w) − w∣∣ Cγ rm1
hence choosing a suﬃciently small r1 = r1(η):
Lηt
(
Br1(O )
)⊂ Br0(η)(O )
for every t > 0: for future use let us remark that these deﬁnitions could be based on the deﬁnition of δ(r1) independent
of η in Lemma 2.1, and these arguments would lead to analogous claims valid for every η ∈ K . From Lemma 2.1 O is
asymptotically stable with basin of attraction containing Br0(O ), therefore from (16) and the above quoted transversality of
X˜η to the w-spheres of radii r < r1, for any suﬃciently small  > 0 and for any ﬁxed η ∈ K :
s0(η) = max
{
τ = τ (z, η): z ∈ ∂Br0(η)−,z(O ), φτη (z) ∈ B r1
2 ,w
(O ), φtη(z) /∈ B r1
2 ,w
(O ) for 0< t < τ
}
is a well-deﬁned positive number: here the added lower indices z and w in the deﬁnitions of the spheres Br0(η)−,z(O )
and B r1
2 ,w
(O ) keeps track of the Euclidean structure deﬁning each of these two sets.
The function η → s0(η) is upper semi-continuous: we prove this claim by contradiction. Let ε > 0 be such that ηn → η
and
lim sup
n→∞
s0(ηn) s0(η) + 2ε
then for every n ∈ N there exists pn ∈ ∂Br0(η)−,z(O ) such that φ˜tηn (pn) /∈ B r12 ,w(O ) for every t ∈ [0, s0(η) + ε]. We can
suppose that pn → p ∈ ∂Br0(η)−,z(O ), and therefore we should have: φ˜tη(p) /∈ B r1
2 ,w
(O ) for every t ∈ [0, s0(η) + ε], contra-
dicting the deﬁnition of s0(η).
Therefore we can deﬁne:
s0 = max
{
s0(η): η ∈ K
}
.
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Sηt (z) = e−s0Aη Lησ ◦ φs0η (z)
where t = s0 + σ . Then for every t > 0, η ∈ K and from arbitrariness in the choice of  > 0:
Sηt (Br0,z(O )) ⊂ e−s0Aη Br3,z(O ) ⊂ Beβs0 r3,z(O )
hence from Weierstrass Compactness Principle, see [5], and from uniqueness of the formal linearizing transformation:
lim
t→∞ S
η
t = Sη,
Sη : Br0,z(O ) → Cn
and (14) easily follows as in [10], see also [7]. To end the proof we observe that from Weierstrass Principle:
DSη(O ) = identity in Cn
therefore from Lemma 2.2 Sη is a global diffeomorphism in Br0(η)(O ) = {z ∈ Cn: |z| < r0} for every η ∈ K . The uniform
estimate on the domain of deﬁnition of the linearizing diffeomorphisms, all deﬁned in the cylinder Br0(O )× K , follows from
the substitution of δ(r1, η) with δ(r1) in the above arguments. Finally, the analytic dependence on η of the linearization
diffeomorphisms follows from the absence of resonances, the consequent uniqueness of the linearizing maps, the analyticity
of Sηt (z) for every t > 0 and for (z, η) ∈ Br0(O ) × K and from Weierstrass Compactness Principle. 
3. On the analytic dependence of the linearizing transformations in the Siegel domain
The previous section deals with families of vector ﬁelds having a singular point at O of Poincaré type: the present one
deals with some cases when the singular point is of Siegel type.
Deﬁnition 3.1. Let X be a vector ﬁeld analytic in a neighborhood U of O in Cn and let O be singular for X. Then
spec DX(O ) = {λ1, . . . , λn} is in the Siegel domain if:
0 ∈ co{λ1, . . . , λn}.
In this case we will say that O is a singular point of Siegel type for X.
In this section we will consider an analytic family of vector ﬁelds:
X : D × Ω → T ′Cn
where D is a domain in Cn containing O and Ω ⊂ Cp is the set of parameters, and we suppose that X is continuous in
D × Ω and holomorphic in D × Ω . We will always suppose that O is a singular point for Xη , η ∈ Ω , and referring to
spec DXη(O ){λ1(η), . . . , λn(η)}, λ(η) = (λ1(η), . . . , λn(η)) we deﬁne:
α(m, j, η) = λ(η) ·m − λ j(η)
where m = (m1, . . . ,mn), |m| =m1 + · · · +mn  2, mj ∈ N0, j = 1, . . . ,n: a resonance relation of type (m, j) corresponds to
α(m, j, η) = 0.
We recall now Brjuno’s (ω) condition [3] for a vector ﬁeld, and we introduce an analogous condition for a family of
vector ﬁelds. Let us deﬁne for k ∈ N:
ωk(η) = min
{∣∣α(m, j, η)∣∣: j = 1, . . . ,n, |m| 2k+1}. (17)
Deﬁnition 3.2. A vector ﬁeld Xη , η ∈ Ω , satisﬁes Brjuno’s (ω,η) condition if:
∞∑
k=1
log 1ωk(η)
2k
< ∞.
The family of vector ﬁelds Xη , η ∈ Ω satisﬁes Brjuno’s (ω) condition if there exists a sequence {ωk}∞k=1 and a positive
constant C such that for every k ∈ N: 0< ωk ωk(η) for every η ∈ Ω , and ωk < C and moreover:
∞∑
k=1
log 1ωk
2k
< ∞. (18)
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the existence of a common convergence domain and the analytic dependence on parameters of the linearizing diffeomor-
phisms of each vector ﬁeld of the family. The proof reported here is based on the one sketched by J. Martinet in [6],
Theorem 3, for the case of a single vector ﬁeld. We will state and prove it, as in [6], for formally semi-simple vector ﬁelds:
a vector ﬁeld X = S+N is formally semi-simple if there exists a formal change of coordinates transforming X to S: e.g. when
there are no resonance relations and N is nonlinear.
Theorem 3.1. Let X : D × Ω → TCn be continuous, holomorphic in D × Ω and formally semi-simple. We suppose that for every
η ∈ Ω the vector ﬁeld Xη has an isolated singular point at O and that no resonance relations are satisﬁed; moreover the family X
satisﬁes Brjuno’s (ω) condition. Let K Ω : there exists a neighborhood U ⊂ D of O and a family of diffeomorphisms:
φη : U → Cn,
η ∈ K , such that φη(z) = w linearize Xη:
Dφη ◦ φ−1η Xη ◦ φ−1η = Aη.
Moreover, if φ(z, η) = φη(z), then: φ : U × K → TCn is continuous and it is holomorphic in U × K .
The following extension of Taylor’s theorem will be used in proving Theorem 3.1: it is classical, and its proof follows
easily from the Straightening Out Theorem. Let us recall the classical deﬁnition of the push-forward operator:(
φt
U
)
∗X = Dφ−tU ◦ φtUX ◦ φtU.
Lemma 3.1. Let X, U be two analytic vector ﬁelds, and let
LUX = [U,X], L(m+1)U = LUL(m)U .
Then, denoting L(0)
U
X = X there exists R > 0 such that for |t| < R:
(
φt
U
)
∗X =
∞∑
k=0
tk
k! L
(k)
U
X. (19)
We will frequently use the above expansion in the form:
(
φ−t
U
)
∗X =
∞∑
k=0
(−1)k t
k
k! L
(k)
U
X.
Proof of Theorem 3.1. (Based on [6], Theorem 3.) The proof will consist in the description of the iterative scheme leading to
the deﬁnition of φη = φ∞η in the statement of the theorem as the limit of a sequence of analytic diffeomorphisms {φ(N)η }∞N=p
which linearize the original vector ﬁeld up to order 2k , showing the existence of a common domain Dρ∞ of deﬁnition of
these diffeomorphisms and their regular dependence on η ∈ K .
Throughout the proof a holomorphic function or a holomorphic vector ﬁeld are m-ﬂat if their ﬁrst m derivatives at 0 are
zero; moreover, emphasizing the algebraic point of view, two holomorphic vector ﬁelds U , V , both singular at 0, satisfy:
U (z) = V (z) mod |z|p
if and only if:
U (z) − V (z) = O (|z|p+1).
The kth-step of the iteration deals with a vector ﬁeld Xη,k = Sη +Nη,k , decomposed in its semi-simple and nilpotent parts
as described in the introduction. The nilpotent part Nη,k possibly contains the nilpotent part of the Jordan Normal Form of
the linearization of X at 0, and a nonlinear part which is contained in χ>2
k
, where
χ>2
k = {X ∈ χ : X is 2k-ﬂat at O},
and in z-coordinates the vector ﬁeld Xη,k is analytic in the polydisk:
Dρk =
{
z ∈ Cn: |z| < ρk
}
where |z| = max{|z j|: j = 1, . . . ,n}. The expression Xη,k(z) = Aηz+ Nη,k(z) of Xη,k in z-coordinates, where Aη = Sη + Bη is
the Jordan Normal Form of Aη = DXη(O ), veriﬁes:
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∂z1
+ · · · + λn(η)zn ∂
∂zn
, (20)
Nη,k(z) = O
(|z|2k+1). (21)
As the vector ﬁeld is formally semi-simple: Bη = 0.
We look for an analytic change of coordinates φη,k : Dρk × K → Cn:
φη,k = φ(−1)Uη,k (22)
where Uη,k : Dρk × K → TCn veriﬁes:
Uη,k ∈ χ>2k (23)
and φ(−1)
Uη,k
is its time-(−1) ﬂow, such that if:
(φη,k)∗V (z) := dφ−1η,k
(
φη,k(z)
)
V
(
φη,k(z)
)
(24)
then
(φη,k)∗Xη,k = Aη +Nη,k+1, (25)
Nη,k+1(z) ∈ χ>2k+1 . (26)
The proof will begin with a formal part, where we will show that such vector ﬁeld Uη,k exists as a polynomial vector ﬁeld
and satisﬁes (23), (25), (26). Firstly, we forget the question of existence of the time-(−1) map and prove that, if it exists, it
satisﬁes (25), (26). In fact, from Lemma 3.1:
(φη,k)∗(Aη +Nη,k) = Sη +
{
Nη,k − [Uη,k,Sη]
}+ {−[Uη,k,Nη,k] + 12
[
Uη,k, [Uη,k,Sη +Nη,k]
]+ · · ·}.
As Uη,k,Nη,k ∈ χ>2k we have:{
−[Uη,k,Nη,k] + 12
[
Uη,k, [Uη,k,Sη +Nη,k]
]+ · · ·} ∈ χ>2k+1
hence to ﬁnd Uη,k which satisﬁes formally (25) we must prove, in z-coordinates:
Nη,k(z) − [Uη,k, Sη](z) = 0 mod |z|2k+1 . (27)
Eq. (27) splits in 2k + 1 equations for the homogeneous parts of degrees 2k, . . . ,2k+1:
N( j)η,k(z) −
[
U ( j)η,k, Sη
]
(z) = 0 inH( j)n (28)
where H( j)n is the vector space of homogeneous vector polynomials of degree j. If we look for a polynomial vector ﬁeld:
Uη,k(z) =
2k+1∑
j=2k
U ( j)η,k(z) (29)
where U ( j)η,k(z) ∈ H( j)n , it is well known, see e.g. [6], that from the non-resonance hypothesis equation (28) admits a unique
solution: in fact, the basic argument of Poincaré–Dulac Theorem is that if Aη = Sη , i.e. Xη is formally semi-simple, and Sη is
diagonal in z-coordinates, with eigenvalues λ1(η), . . . , λn(η), then the linear operator X → [Sη, X] on j-homogeneous vector
ﬁelds is diagonal, too, in the base of j-homogeneous vector polynomials zm ∂
∂zl
, |m| = j, l = 1, . . . ,n, and its eigenvalues are
the α(m, l, η)’s. In more detail, let
N( j)η,k(z) =
∑
|m|= j, l=1,...,n
gm,l,ηz
m ∂
∂zl
and
U ( j)η,k(z) =
∑
|m|= j, l=1,...,n
hm,l,ηz
m ∂
∂zl
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hm,l,η =
gm,l,η
α(m, l, η)
. (30)
This argument ends the proof of existence of the formal part of the iteration scheme.
Passing to the analytic part of the proof we must:
• prove that φη,k is well deﬁned, i.e. prove that the ﬂow φtη,k is deﬁned for every z ∈ Dρk × D1;
• prove that ρk → ρ∞ and ρ∞ > 0;
• prove that there exists p ∈ N such that if for every positive integer N  p we deﬁne:
φ
(N)
η = φη,p ◦ φη,p+1 ◦ · · · ◦ φη,N
then for every z ∈ Dρ∞ , η ∈ K the sequences φ(N)η : Dρ∞ → Dρp , dφ(N)η ((φ(N)η )−1) : TzCn → TzCn , for N ∈ N, converge
uniformly in Dρ∞ respectively to φ∞,η : Dρ∞ → Dp and to dφ∞,η(φ−1∞,η) : TzCn → TzCn .
It will be easy to check that for every η ∈ Ω , φ∞,η linearizes Xη , and that there exists a common nontrivial linearization
disk if η varies in a compact set.
We begin this analytic part of the proof assuming the following inductive hypotheses, to be proved later: there exists
p ∈ N, such that for k p and η ∈ K :
1
2
 ρk  1, (31)
|Nη,k|ρk  1. (32)
Here we deﬁned the norm | f |ρk of a vector function f in the polydisk Dρk as | f |ρk = max{| f j |ρk : j = 1, . . . ,n}, | f j |ρk =∑
l |cl|ρ |l|k , where f j(z) =
∑
l cl z
l . Firstly we observe that, with a una tantum linear transformation we can obtain a vector
ﬁeld Xη,p(z) which is holomorphic in D1 and satisﬁes that:
Xη,p(z) = Sηz + Nη,p(z)
where Nη,p(z) is a 2p-ﬂat vector ﬁeld. To prove it, we recall that the Poincaré–Dulac Theorem allows to deﬁne local coor-
dinates in a polydisk of radius ρ such that Xη,p(z) = Sηz + Rη(z), where Rη(z) is 2p-ﬂat. To obtain a vector ﬁeld which is
still a 2p-ﬂat perturbation of its linear part Sη , but is deﬁned in a disk of radius 1, we consider the linear map:
Ψλ(z) = λz = w
where λ > 0. Then
dΨλ
(
w
λ
)
Xη
(
w
λ
)
= Sηw + λRη
(
w
λ
)
.
Hence, choosing λ = ρ−11 :
λ
∣∣∣∣Rη
(
w
λ
)∣∣∣∣
1
= λ
∑
|Q |2p+1
|RQ | 1
λ|Q |
= 1
ρ1
∑
|Q |2p+1
|RQ |ρ|Q |1 = o(1)
when ρ1 → 0, therefore a suitable choice of ρ1 and the application of the change of coordinates Ψ1/ρ1 imply that Xη,p is
linearized up to 2p-ﬂat vector ﬁelds, is holomorphic in D1 and satisﬁes (31), (32).
Hence we assume (31), (32) and ρp = 1 hold. Let Uη,k be the solution of (27): from (30), (31) and the deﬁnition of ωk
in (17) we get:
|Uη,k|ρk 
1
ωk
. (33)
To improve this crude estimate we use ﬂatness of Uη,k , homogeneity of the norm and a suitable slight reduction of the
radius of the polydisk. If rk < ρk:
|Uη,k|rk 
(
rk
ρk
)2k
|Uη,k|ρk (34)
which together with (33) gives:
|Uη,k|rk 
(
rk
)2k 1
. (35)
ρk ωk
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the present step of iteration, ρk+1 will be the radius of the polydisk of the next step, and rk satisfying:
ρk+1 < rk < ρk
is the radius of an auxiliary polydisk used in the process. These radii are linked by
τk = rk
ρk
=
(
ωk
2k
) 1
2k
, (36)
σk = ρk+1
ρk
=
(
ωk
22k
) 1
2k
. (37)
We remark that τk ’s and σk ’s do not depend on η ∈ K . From (35):
|Uη,k|rk  τ 2
k
k
1
ωk
= 1
2k
. (38)
The ﬂow (t, z) → φtUη,k (z) = φtη,k is analytic for |t|, |z| suﬃciently small: we are going to prove that it is deﬁned for |t| 1
and |z| < ρk+1. From
φtη,k(z) = z +
t∫
0
Uη,k
(
φsη,k(z)
)
ds
and from (31), (32) (38), if
ρk+1 + 1
2k
< rk (39)
we have that if z ∈ Dρk+1 then φtη,k(z) ∈ Drk for every |t|  1. We will prove shortly that (39) follows from (36). We are
going to show now how these arguments lead to the end of the proof. From the deﬁnition of φη,k given in (22), let
φ
(N)
η = φη,p ◦ φη,p+1 ◦ · · · ◦ φη,N .
To give this deﬁnition analytic sense we shall prove that, independently of η ∈ K :
ρk ↓ ρ∞ > 0 (40)
hence for every positive integer N:
φ
(N)
η : Dρ∞ → D1.
Let us remark that if z ∈ Dρ∞ then, related to (22), (24) we have:
d
(
φ
(N)
η
)−1(
φ
(N)
η
) : TzCn → TzCn
and convergence of the two lastly deﬁned sequences is the goal of the rest of the proof.
Now we are going to prove the inductive hypotheses (31), (32), the inequalities (39) and (40). Let us begin from this last
property. From ρp = 1 we have, formally:
∞∏
k=p
σk = lim
m→∞ρm = ρ∞
therefore we must prove convergence of:
∞∏
k=p
σk =
∞∏
k=p
(
ωk
22k
) 1
2k
which is equivalent to Brjuno’s condition (ω): hence (40) follows. Let us prove now (39), namely that putting ρ = ρk:
ρ
((
ωk
2k
) 1
2k −
(
ωk
22k
) 1
2k
)
>
1
2k
(41)
where from (31): 1  ρ  1. Writing (41) as:2
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1
ω
1
2k
k 2
k(1− 2
2k
)
(e
k log 2
2k − 1)
and observing that from Brjuno’s condition (ω) ω
1
2k
k → 1, it is suﬃcient to prove that for ρ ∈ [ 12 ,1] and k p, p suﬃciently
big:
ρ >
1
2
k(1− 2
2k
)
(e
k log 2
2k − 1)
. (42)
From elementary considerations:
2k
(2k)
2
2k
(
e
k log2
2k − 1)= k
1+ o(1)
(
2 log2+ log2O
(
log2k
2k
))
→ ∞
as k → ∞, and this ends the proof of (39).
We prove now (31), (32).
Firstly, the inequality on ρk follows from ρk = σkσk−1 · · ·σp , convergence of the inﬁnite product and a suitable choice
of p. Here we observe that the deﬁnition of p depends on the convergence of the inﬁnite product involving the ωk ’s, and
on the deﬁnition of parameter λ = λ(η) in the linear transformation Ψλ . From Brjuno’s condition (ω) for the family X and
the continuous dependence of λ(η) on the parameter and relative compactness of K we can conclude that there exists p
independent of η ∈ K satisfying the above requests.
Let us prove that:
|Nη,k|ρk < 1
implies that:
|Nη,k+1|ρk+1 < 1.
We recall that:
Xη,k+1(z) = Sηz + Nη,k+1(z) =
(
φ−1η,k
)
∗(Sη + Nη,k)(z) − Sηz
hence:
Nη,k+1(z) =
[(
φ−1η,k
)
∗Sη − Sη
]
(z) + (φ−1η,k)∗Nη,k(z). (43)
To estimate the norms in the previous equality when |z| < ρk+1 we use a dynamical approach based on:
φtη,k(z) = z +
t∫
0
Uη,k
(
φsη,k(z)
)
ds
and its consequence:
Dφtη,k(z) = En +
t∫
0
DUη,k
(
φsη,k(z)
)
Dφsη,k(z)ds (44)
where En is the identity in Cn and from (39) the equation in (44) holds for |t| 1. From (39) and (38) |Uη,k(φsη,k(z))| < 12k
and this leads to the following fundamental estimate on the differential DUη,k(φsη,k(z)). We recall that:
Uη,k, j(z) =
∑
2k+1|Q |2k+1
hQ , j z
Q
where Q = (q1, . . . ,qn), implying that:
∂Uη,k, j(z)
∂zl
=
∑
2k+1|Q |2k+1
qlhQ , j z
Q −el ,
el being the lth-element of the standard basis in Cn . Then
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∣∣∣∣
rk
 2
k+1
rk
∑
2k+1|Q |2k+1
|hQ , j|r|Q |k 
2k+1
rk2k
= 2
rk
.
From (44) and the above inequality we get, for |t| 1:
∣∣Dφtη,k(z)∣∣ρk+1  1+
1∫
0
2
rk
∣∣Dφsη,k(z)∣∣ρk+1 ds (45)
and therefore from (38), from the fact that rk → ρ∞  12 and from Gronwall inequality we obtain, for a suitable choice of p:∣∣Nη,k+1(z)∣∣ρk+1  (e5 + 1)|Sη| + e5∣∣Nη,k(z)∣∣ρk+1 . (46)
The frequently used homogeneity property and the inductive hypothesis |Nη,k(z)|ρk < 1 implies that |Nη,k(z)|ρk+1 = o(1)
as k → ∞, hence with a suitable choice of p we get that |Nη,k(z)|ρk+1 < 12e5 . On the other hand it is clear that the action
of C∗ by multiplication:
(μ, X) → μX
should have no effects on the linearizability of vector ﬁelds, hence has no effect on the choice of Uη,k , too, as follows
immediately from the independence on μ of the deﬁnition in (30). This remark implies that we can always suppose that,
up to multiplication for a suitable positive constant:(
e5 + 1)|Sη| < 1
2
and we conclude from (46) that the estimate:
|Nη,k+1|ρk+1 < 1
does hold.
Now convergence of a subsequence of φ(N)η : Dρ∞ → D1, N  p, to φ∞,η : Dρ∞ → D1 follows from Montel’s Theorem,
and from Weierstrass’s Theorem along such subsequence dφ(N)η (w) → dφ∞,η(w) uniformly for w ∈ Dρ , for any ρ < ρ∞ .
As dφ(N)η (0) = dφ∞,η(0) = En all the dφ(N)η (w) are invertible for |w| < ρ0 for a suitable ρ0 > 0, and by straightforward
computation:
d
(
φ
(N)
η
)−1(
φ
(N)
η (z)
)
X
(
φ
(N)
η (z)
)= (φ−1η,N)∗ ◦ · · · ◦ (φ−1η,p)∗
hence φ∞,η : Dρ∞ → D1 linearizes X in a neighborhood of 0 contained in Dρ∞ ; moreover the convergence just described is
convergence of the whole sequence {φ(N)eta }∞N=p , as a consequence of uniqueness of the formal linearization in absence of res-
onance relations. Finally, the fact that there exists a common domain of invertibility of the linearizing transformations when
η varies in a compact set K is an easy consequence of the Inverse Function Theorem, as well as the analytic dependence of
the inverse function on the parameter η. 
We present now an example of application of Theorem 3.1: we consider the simplest situation, namely the case of an
analytic family of vector ﬁelds in a neighborhood of the origin in C2. We consider the family of holomorphic vector ﬁelds:
Xη(z) = z1 ∂
∂z1
+ λ(η)z2 ∂
∂z2
+ Fη(z) (47)
where Fη(z) = O(|z|2) and η → Xη is analytic for η ∈ Ω , continuous in Ω , with η0 ∈ ∂Ω and, for ε > 0, 0 δ < π2 :
λ(η) ∈ S+ε,δ
(
λ(η0)
)= λ(η0) + {ρei( π2 −θ): 0 ρ < ε, |θ | < δ}. (48)
An analogous deﬁnition could be given in the case when the ratio of the eigenvalues of the differential of the vector ﬁelds
at the origin varies in the sector S−ε,δ(λ(η0)), where with respect to (48) π2 is substituted by −π2 . We will suppose that(
λ(η0)
) ∈ R−\{Q} (49)
and the origin O is a singular point of Siegel type for Xη0(z), which satisﬁes Bruno’s condition. It is worth commenting
(47), (48) and the above hypotheses: (47) is a rather general form for a family of holomorphic vector ﬁelds in C2, for the
geometric properties of the family do not depend on factors μ(η) ∈ C∗; the choice of the sector S+ε,δ(λ(η0)) is motivated
from the fact that if λ(η0) /∈ R− the singular points at O of the ﬁelds of the family are in the Poincaré domain and the
description of the analytic dependence on the parameters of the linearizing maps has been given in the previous section.
The choice of the vertex of the sector S+ε,δ(λ(η0)) allows application of the results in Theorem 3.1, while the shape of the
sector does not allow λ(η) varies in R: in such case even topological stability of the local foliation deﬁned by the ﬁelds of
the family is known to be false, see [8].
534 M. Villarini / J. Math. Anal. Appl. 373 (2011) 521–534Theorem 3.2. Let X : D×S+ε,δ(λ(η0)) → T ′Cn be continuous and satisfy (47), (48); let X : D×S+ε,δ(λ(η0)) → T ′Cn be holomorphic.
Then there exists a neighborhood U of O ∈ C2 and an analytic family
φ : U × (S+ε,δ(λ(η0))\{η0})→ C2
continuous up to η0 , such that for every ﬁxed η φη(·) = φ(·, η) is a diffeomorphism in U , and
(
(φη)∗Xη
)
(z) = z1 ∂
∂z1
+ λ(η)z2 ∂
∂z2
.
Proof. Firstly, we observe that no resonance relation holds for any vector ﬁeld of the family. From Theorem 3.1 it is suﬃcient
to prove that {Xη}η∈Ω is an analytic family satisfying Bruno’s condition (ω). We recall that, adapting the deﬁnition of ωk(η)
to the 2-dimensional case:
ωk(η) = inf
{∣∣p + qλ(η)∣∣: p,q ∈ N∪ {0,−1}, 1 p + q < 2k+1}.
Denoting:
α(p,q, η) = p + qλ(η) = α(p,q, η0) + qρei( π2 −θ) (50)
from elementary geometric considerations we have:∣∣α(p,q, η)∣∣ ∣∣α(p,q, η0)∣∣ cos δ.
In fact, α(p,q, η0) ∈ R and α(p,q, η) belongs to the cone C = {z ∈ C: z = α(p,q, η0) + ρei( π2 −θ), |θ | < δ, ρ  0}, hence it
has distance from the origin in C greater than |α(p,q, η0)| cos δ. Finally for every η ∈ Ω:
C = ω1 = ω1(η0) cos δ ωk
for every k ∈ N. Therefore {ωk}k satisﬁes Bruno’s condition (ω), and the application of Theorem 3.1 ends the proof. 
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